Structural and mechanistic insights into modified G-quadruplex thrombin-binding DNA aptamers.
Thrombin-binding aptamer (TBA) can fold into a G-quadruplex structure necessary for interacting with thrombin. When one thymidine residue of the TGT loop at position 7 is replaced with unlocked uracil (UNA), d-isothymidine (D-isoT) or l-isothymidine (L-isoT), these modified sequences display different activities. To date, the mechanisms of how D/L-isoT and UNA influence the biological properties of TBA have not been illustrated in the literature. In this paper, we fill this gap by probing the structure variations and binding modes of these modified TBAs via molecular dynamics (MD) simulation and free energy calculation. Comparative structural analyses demonstrated that both D-IsoT and UNA changed the local conformation of TGT loop and formed stronger interactions with the target protein. Particularly, D-IsoT and UNA adopted similar conformation which can well explain their similar biological activities. In addition, the flexibility of the two TT loops were described clearly. In contrast, L-IsoT at position 7 led to an obvious tendency to unfold. Free energy calculation and the analysis of key residues energy contributions eventually provide a clear picture of interactions for further understanding of the structure-activity relationships. Collectively, our findings open the way for a rational design of modified aptamers.